We’re a team of
solutions experts,
talent managers and
microsoft enthusiasts

// About us
From simple beginnings in 1995, Talent has been
on a journey to redefine the world of recruitment
through creating the most empowering
customer and candidate experiences.
Microsoft technologies run through our DNA
which allows us to provide a level of service which
continuously exceeds expectation.
We operate as an extension of your team, working in
partnership to help you deliver resourcing & technical
projects on time & within budget.
We are reshaping the future of work to provide agile
solutions to end users and consultancy companies
across the world.
Our values define who we are and how we interact with
the world around us.

That’s what sets us apart from the rest.

// Microsoft Pedigree
We only hire experienced
Microsoft careers specialists and
pride ourselves on our ability to
consult first and recruit second.
We are immersed in the wider
Microsoft community, providing
regular insights into labor
market trends, comment on
news impacting the industry as
well as hosting and attending
live events.
As part of the Talent Group
our association with Microsoft
recruitment spans over 25 years,
across three continents.

“We are proud to be one of the
only companies in the world to
have signed terms with Microsoft
to supply them with suitable
resources across the Microsoft
Dynamics market.”

Example clients include:

// Our Talent Network
Through Talent you gain access
to a global network of elite
professionals.
Our consultants vet every
professional based on three
core areas: previous programme
experience, references
from former employers and
communication skills.
Recruiting through niche
verticals, allows our consultants
to develop deeper technical
knowledge combined with
laser-focused control over their
specific talent pool.

This ensures that whatever
the complexity or scale of your
project we can deliver the
right talent on time and within
budget through a consultative
partnership guaranteed to
deliver against your specific
objectives.
Our network is exclusive to Microsoft Certified
Professionals. We are proud recipients of the HRD
Award for diversity and inclusion for the past two
years and the depth and quality of our network has
been recognised by LinkedIn for being the Most
Socially Engaged.

Our Solutions

Market Mapping
Before you choose to engage with a recruitment
partner, first ensure that you develop an
understanding of the labor market associated
with your specific requirements.
At Talent we provide organizations
with a complimentary talent mapping
report based on their unique
resourcing requirements.
The report provides live data relating
to:
// Skills availability
// Average salaries
// Competitor analysis
// Talent pool demographics

This data will help to highlight:
// Where best to locate your team
// Whether your budget is realistic
// Market trends and movements
// Popular talent profiles and job roles
// Future technologies, what skills
should be considered to help future
proof your business.
Speak to a member of the Talent
team or visit our website for further
information.

Typical Hiring Process

Recruitment

1 // Client Consultation

Whether you are searching for a contract or
permanent professional, our recruitment service is
ideal for organisations looking to hire the very best
talent.

2 // Market Mapping & Proposal 24 Hours
3 // Client Instruction
4 // Search and Selection
5 // Present Contract Talent 12 Hours and/or
6 // Present Perm Talent 48 Hours
7 // Schedule Interviews
8 // Offer Negotiation
9 // Onboarding
97% Client satisfaction

94% Candidate satisfaction

Access to our elite talent network ensures that we locate
relevant talent faster than any other agency or online network.
In addition, we undertake a wide range of assessments to
ensure that candidates have the right skills, aptitude and
cultural alignment.
Our unique and highly structured candidate vetting
methodology provides a robust and transparent process to
evaluate candidates. Candidates are scored out of 10 against
pre-defined criteria and must reach an overall score of at least
70 to be considered for shortlisting.

Building Teams
The start of a digital transformation process can feel
overwhelming at times. Whether you’re looking to
implement a new ERP, CRM, or Cloud solution, Talent
can help you build expert teams who will ensure the
project’s success.
No matter the size or complexity of the project, we will
help you find the best people to deliver, upskill and
advise you at every stage of the process, working in true
partnership from start to finish.
One of the key advantages to building project teams is
that you retain the knowledge and experience internally
after the project is completed.
We have a library of success stories outlining our work
within both private and public sector organisations
where we have built teams to deliver a variety of
Microsoft projects on time and within budget.

The team have helped to
completely transform our
recruitment processes. Their
expertise, tools and access to
candidates has not only increased
the quality of applications but also
provided cost savings in key areas.
Rebecca Simmonds
Programme Manager / Civica

Project Build
Take Team Builder one step further with
Project Builder, a complete end-to-end
service.
Talent will assemble a fully managed
team of skilled professionals with the
right blend of project management,
functional and technical expertise who
can undertake the project from start
to finish, supported by our own Project
Managers.
Our global coverage allows us to source
local expertise across multiple locations
to provide support where and when it is
needed most.
Our Project Builder solution ensures that
you stay in full control of the project from
start to finish, dialling resources up and
down as spikes in workload fluctuate
throughout the term of the project.

Talent provides you
with:
+ A full end-to-end service,
from scoping and transition
to implementation and
training.
+ A bespoke service which
builds teams around your
specific requirements, where
you only pay for the support
you really need.
+ Enhanced expertise - a
team built not only around
technical expertise but
with experience of working
on similar projects with
organisations that match
your profile.

I love working with Talent. The
model of bringing in teams to
work around specific projects is an
important, new way of delivering
programmes. They worked so
closely with me to make sure that
we had the right talent in the right
areas.
Alex Butler

Digital Transformation / Public Services

Talent 360
Talent 360 is designed for startups, scaleups and established
brands that have ambitious hiring plans. If you are looking to
scale your Microsoft teams quickly and within a set budget,
Talent 360 is the ideal solution.
We combine proven recruitment marketing techniques with the
latest digital marketing solutions to deliver unparalleled results
that flex around your organization’s needs.
Microsoft professionals with relevant experience have more
career pathways than ever before. Talent 360 reimagines your
Employer Value Proposition (EVP) to ensure that your offering
has maximum appeal before being delivered to targeted
Microsoft professionals through a variety of digital marketing
channels not accessible via traditional job boards.
Harness the power of employer branding and digital marketing
to deliver quality candidates on time and within budget.

The tech market is so competitive
for talent at the moment. We knew
we had a good brand but it’s hard
to convey that in a normal job
advert. The employer branding
work that we have done through
Talent 360 really ensures that
candidates understand who we are,
which helps attract talent but also
filter out people who may not work
from a cultural perspective.
Darwin Lee

CTO / TransVault // Office 365 Migration Specialists
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